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Abstract—In this paper, we propose an efficient mobility con-
trol algorithm for the downlink multi-cell orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing access (OFDMA) system for co-channel
interference reduction. It divides each cell into several areas.
The mobile nodes in each area find their own optimal position
according to their present location. Both the signal to interference
plus noise ratio (SINR) and the capacity for each node are
increased by the proposed mobility control algorithm. Simulation
results say that, even the frequency reuse factor (FRF) is equal
to 1, the average capacity is improved after applying the mobility
control algorithm, compared to existing partial frequency reuse
(PFR) scheme.
Index Terms—M2M, LTE, Partial Frequency Reuse, Mobility
Control, Energy Efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
As the growing demand for wireless communication service,
the cellular network system develops rapidly. To satisfy these
demands, the long-term evolution (LTE) is introduced by
3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) as the state-of-
the-art technology. The object of the evolution is to obtain
high date rates with low latency for human-to-human (H2H)
communication. LTE Release 8 provides high peak data rates
of 300 Mbps on the downlink and 75 Mbps on the uplink for
a 20 MHz bandwidth [1].
Recently, not only the H2H communication but also
machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is studied by
standards bodies like ETSI [2] and 3GPP [3], [4]. The M2M
communication is defined as a form of data communication
between entities that do not necessarily need human interaction
[5]. M2M communication can be used for smart metering,
e-Health, city automation and automotive applications. For
those use cases, the M2M devices are considered as mainly
stationary machines or sensors installed in a fixed location.
However, some parts of the automotive application includ-
ing unmanned V2V (vehicle to vehicle) and robotic networks
will belong to the class of M2M with controllable mobility [6],
[7]. In this case, the M2M devices have mobility characteristics
and we can control these mobility features (position or speed
of each node) according to their application purpose. Even
though M2M with controllable mobility is receiving less
attention, controllable mobility itself is an interesting research
dimension in wireless communications. In this paper, we
evaluate the effect from controllable mobility nodes in cellular
LTE networks with frequency reuse factor (FRF) 1 and partial
frequency reuse (PFR) scheme [8].
OFDMA is the key technology for the future cellular
wireless network. WiMAX uses OFDMA for IEEE 802.16 [9]
while 3GPP LTE uses OFDMA on the downlink and Single-
Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA) on
the uplink [1]. In OFDMA, the whole spectrum is divided into
a number of orthogonal sub-carriers to obtain high spectrum
efficiency. Since the sub-carriers within a cell are orthogonal
to each other, Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) mitigation becomes
one of the most major concerns in LTE downlink. To avoid
interference at cell edge, various fractional frequency reuse
(FFR) schemes has been proposed [10]. Also, the two varia-
tions of the FFR scheme, PFR and soft frequency reuse (SFR)
schemes are proposed [8], [11], [12]. These schemes use a
mix of FRF 1 and 3 to reduce the interference at cell edge
region.
In this paper, we are interested in each node’s controllable
mobility to gain high spectral efficiency. Each node’s proper
movement guarantees higher SINR that naturally leads higher
capacity. In this case, to define “proper movement,” we con-
sider mainly two factors; SINR gain and lifetime of the nodes.
To achieve higher SINR, each node tries to reduce the path
loss from its own serving base station, while increasing the
path loss between other cells. This means that, moving far
away from other cells, the mobile node could move closer
to its serving base station to increase SINR. The mobile node
communicates and moves to other position by using its battery
power which limits the lifetime. Considering these two factors
- SINR gain and lifetime, we proposed a mobility control (MC)
algorithm that allows nodes in the cell edge to achieve higher
capacity.
The performance of the proposed MC algorithm is eval-
uated using system level simulation. The simulations focus
on network-related issues like interference management and
spectral efficiency. The SINR and the capacity for the cell
edge node are investigated to see how proposed MC behaves
in comparison with the existing PFR scheme.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
system model is defined and described. Our mobility control
algorithm is proposed in Section III. Section IV describes the
simulation scenarios and settings. According to the simulation
results, the capacity at the cell edge region is six times higher
than the conventional scheme with FRF 1 and 1.5 times higher
than PFR. Section V summarizes the key findings of this
paper and discuss the effects of controllable mobility on M2M
communications.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
We investigate how our mobility control scheme enhances
the performance the OFDMA cellular system adopting PFR
[8]. We use a similar system model described in [8], as a
general hexagonal cell structure with FRF 1.
A. 37 Multi-cell structure
Consider the downlink of an OFDMA macro-cellular system
with 37-cells (Fig. 1). In this system, to deploy PFR, each cell
is divided into two parts; inner cell with FRF 1 and outer cell
with FRF 3. In Fig. 1, the inner cell is illustrated as a white
center cell in every single cell. The subcarriers allocated to the
inner cells (mobile nodes) are reused in all 37 cells. However,
the outer cell subcarriers are divided into three parts, which
makes FRF 3. Then the total available subcarriers are classified
into two groups corresponding to the area of inner cells and
outer cells. We assume that nodes are distributed uniformly in
each cell.
B. The signal to interference plus noise ratio (SINR)
We consider the distance-dependent path loss and shadow
fading to determine the channel gain between a mobile node
and a specific cell. The path loss model between node k and
serving cell m can be formulated as,
PL(R) = 128.1 + 10α log10(R) + θσ (dB) (1)
where R is the distance between node k and serving cell m in
kilometer and the decay factor α is 3.76 [13]. Also, θσ is the
lognormal shadowing effect which has a shadowing standard
deviation σ. Considering distance-dependant pass loss, the
channel gain between node k and cell m on subcarrier i is
described as follows:
Gk,m,i = 10
PL(R)/10 (2)
The number of OFDM subcarriers allocated each node
varies from less than one hundred to several thousands. In this
subcarrier allocation, the orthogonality between nodes within
a single cell is guaranteed. Hence, at least in principle, within
one cell there is no intra-cell interference [14]. The inter-
cell interference is a considerable factor that influences the
performance in terms of spectral efficiency. In this system,
we indexed 37 cells and define the set Sm which contains
interference cells for cell m.
Sm = { j | j interference cells for cell m}
Without loss of generality, the SINR for the mobile node k
on subcarrier i can be written as,
SINRk,i =
Gk,m,iPk,m,i
N0fs +
∑
l∈Sm
Gk,l,iPk,l,i
(3)
where Pk,m,i and Gk,m,i are respectively, the transmit power
and the channel gain for node k on subcarrier i assigned to
its serving cell. Pk,l,i and Gk,l,i are respectively, the transmit
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Fig. 1. 37-cell-structure and frequency allocation
power and channel gain between the lth co-channel cell and
node k on subcarrier i. N0 is the power spectrum density of
AWGN. fs is the subcarrier spacing, with fs = 1/Ts, where
Ts is the OFDM symbol period.
The nodes within the inner cell suffer from inter-cell inter-
ference from all other cells. For instance, node k within cell 1
receives interference from 36 other cells. On the other hands,
the nodes in the outer region of cell 1 receives interference
from only 12 cells.
C. Subcarrier allocation
Within a cell, we assume that all available subcarriers are
allocated to mobile nodes fairly and dynamically. First of all,
every node in the same cell obtains the same number of sub-
carriers. In this circumstance, since the number of subcarriers
allocated to a node is dynamically changed according to the
number of nodes in a cell, increasing the number of mobile
nodes causes decreasing the capacity for a single node.
In case of PFR, the whole available subcarriers are dividend
into two parts - one for inner cell nodes and the other for outer
cell nodes. The subcarriers for outer cell nodes are separated
into N parts, where N is the frequency reuse factor for the cell
outer region. We assume that the mobile nodes are distributed
uniformly. Thus, the number of subcarriers allocated to the
inner cell and the outer cell is depending on how wide the
area is. We represent R as the cell radius and αR as the inner
cell radius, where α ∈ (0, 1). Since the size of the inner cell
and the outer cell are proportional α2R2pi and (1 − α2)R2pi
respectively, the total subcarriers M is divided into α2M for
the inner cell and (1− α2)M for the outer cell.
D. Reference model (PFR)
In [8], the optimal α say αopt, is determined by the average
to variance ratio of the received SINR at nodes. That is, αopt
is obtained by solving a simple optimization problem given
by,
αopt = argmax
α
γ¯(α)
σ2γ(α)
(4)
where γ¯(α) and σ2γ(α) are the average and the variance of
the instantaneous received SINR by nodes for a given α. In
[8], since the capacity analysis is skipped, we evaluate the
capacity for each node at cell edge, in order to compare the
performance on PFR and our MC scheme.
E. Capacity
The capacity for node k on subcarrier i can be expressed
as [15],
Ck,i = fslog2(1 + βSINRk,i) (5)
where, β is the constant value with β = −1.5/ ln(5BER)
and BER is set to 10−6 [11]. The capacity for node k, Ck,
is obtained from summing the capacity for all subcarriers
allocated to the node, which is written by,
Ck =
∑
i
fslog2(1 + βSINRk,i) (6)
where, i denotes ith subcarrier allocated to node k.
III. PROPOSED MOBILITY CONTROL ALGORITHM
In our mobility control scheme, we assume that every node
can estimate the distance to its serving BS and uses its residual
energy for relocation of the position. Each node can also
estimate its SINR gain and battery loss when location is
changed. Considering the trade-off between SINR gain and
battery loss, nodes choose their optimized moving distance.
The cell edge nodes tend to move over longer distance to
achieve high SINR, even if this will loose their battery power
considerably.
1) Lifetime Factor Function: To consider each node’s life-
time, we define the lifetime factor that has normalized values
varying between 0 and 1. At the initial state, every node’s
lifetime factor is set to 1, and it becomes 0 when the battery
runs down. Other than 0 and 1, the lifetime factor does
necessarily not indicates the exact remaining battery power.
Let us now introduce a lifetime factor function that relate
lifetime factor values to the node’s location in the cell. Fig.
2 shows that kth node’s lifetime factor Lk(x) as a function
of the moving distance x to its serving BS. The shape of the
function Lk(x) differs, depending on the initial position of
the node. For example, in Fig. 2, one cell is divided into four
areas and nodes within each area have different lifetime factor
functions. For the cell edge node, the lifetime factor decreases
slowly at first, compared to the cell center node. Even if the
nodes within area 1 and area 4 move the same distance and use
exactly the same battery power, the nodes in area 4 are aware
that their remaining lifetime is longer than the nodes within
area 1. Cell edge nodes endure their battery loss more than
cell center nodes. However, if a node travels the maximum
moving distance xmax, the lifetime factor goes to 0.
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Fig. 2. Cell division and lifetime factor function (xmax is set to 400 meters).
2) Utility Function: Every node calculates its utility from
two factors: SINR gain and lifetime factor value. The value
of the utility function (for node k) is expressed as,
Uk(x) = rk(x)Lk(x)Nk(x) 0 ≤ x ≤ xmax (7)
where x is the moving distance for node k and rk(x), Lk(x)
denote SINR gain and lifetime factor, respectively. The value
of r(x) can be obtained from (3). When the node moves over
the distance x, the distance between the node and BSs in 37
cells are varied accordingly. For nodes within cell 1 in Fig. 1,
in terms of SINR gain, the simplest and most effective way is
to move toward the serving BS. Nk(x) represents the number
of subcarriers allocated to node k. Nk(x) could be α2optM and
(1−α2opt)M according to the position of node, where M is the
number of available subcarriers. The optimal moving distance
xopt for node k is obtained from the optimization problem
described as follows:
xopt = argmax
x
Uk(x) (8)
Each node decides its optimal moving distance to maximize
the value of the utility function, which maximizes three
factors: SINR level, lifetime factor function and the number
of allocated subcarriers.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results to evaluate the
performance of the proposed MC scheme. As a comparison,
Parameter Values
Cellular layout Hexagonal grid, 37 cell sites
Cell radius (R) 1000 m
Distance dependent path loss 128.1 + 37.6 log10 (R) dB
Shadowing standard deviation 8 dB
Channel bandwidth 5 MHz
Number of subcarriers 300
Subcarrier spacing 15 kHz
BS transmit power 43 dBm
Noise density -174 dBm/Hz
Max moving distance (xmax) 400 m
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
we use PFR in a multi-cell OFDMA system (Fig. 1). The
simulation parameters are chosen form [11], [16]. We assume
that all the available subcarriers are transmitted with the same
fixed power. The detailed simulation parameters are listed in
TABLE I.
Fig. 3 shows that the positions of nodes in cell 1. In this
figure, the positions of nodes are classified into three cases: the
initial position and changed position after applying MC under
FRF 1 and PFR respectively. Since under the conventional
scheme (FRF 1) the SINR is lower than PFR, Mobile nodes
move longer distance under FRF 1 than PFR to achieve high
capacity.
Fig. 4 shows the downlink SINR level at each location in
cell 1. At the cell edge, the interference from other cells is
significantly increased. In our simulation, using the criterion
(6), we obtain the optimal value of α, αopt = 0.467, which
determines the radius of inner cell αR as 467 (m). The SINR
level of MC is in some part overlaped the performance of the
conventional scheme (FRF = 1). This is because the frequency
reuse factor of both schemes is equal to 1. However, since
every node moves to the BS according to the equation (8)
The SINR low bound of MC is higher than FRF 1. Due to the
mobile movement to the BS, the SINR level and nodes do not
exist in the interval from 667 (m) to 1000 (m).
Fig. 5 depicts the average capacity at the cell edge region
versus the total number of mobile nodes located in cell 1.
We define the cell edge region as an area where the SINR
level is lower than 0 (dB). In Fig. 4, we can see that SINR is
almost 0 (dB) at 800 (m). At the cell edge region, the average
capacity of PFR is higher than conventional scheme (FRF 1).
However, the capacity improvement from PFR is limited, due
to the fewer number of allocated subcarriers at cell edge. In
Fig. 5, we notice that the average capacity of the nodes is
increased after applying MC algorithm. The average capacity
at the cell edge region is increased more than 6 times than
FRF 1, and more than 1.5 times than PFR.
Fig. 6 shows that the average ratio of the moving distance
of mobile nodes to the maximum allowable moving distance
xmax = 400. Since we assume that the power of battery de-
creases linearly according to the moving distance, normalized
moving distance implies energy consumption for each node.
We also assumed that, in case of MC with FRF 1, cell 1 is
divided into 4 areas and the lifetime factor function for each
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Fig. 4. Received SINR as a function of the distance
area is defined as shown in Fig. 2. For MC with PFR, the cell
is divided into 2 areas; the inner cell and the outer cell. In
this case, the lifetime factor functions for the inner cell and
the outer cell are equivalent to those of area 2 and area 4
in Fig. 2. The optimal moving distance for each node within
area 4 is much higher than the nodes within area 1. For the
nodes in area 4, they use almost 80% of their battery power to
get higher SINR, while the nodes in area 1 use only 30% (in
case of MC with FRF 1). Fig. 6 also shows that nodes move
longer distance under FRF 1 than PFR. Under FRF 1, since
SINR level is lower than PFR, nodes consume more energy to
achieve higher capacity. Especially, at area 4, there is a wide
SINR gap between FRF 1 and PFR, nodes under FRF 1 use
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Fig. 6. Ratio of moving distance to the maximum moving distance at each
area
more energy and move longer distance than PFR. Thus, in
terms of energy efficiency, nodes consume less energy when
MC scheme is deployed under PFR. In Fig. 6, we notice that
the total number of nodes (14 and 42 nodes) has less relevance
to the moving distance. Moving distances for nodes in a same
area are similar each other regardless of the number of nodes
in a cell.
V. CONCLUSION
Recently, M2M communication using cellular LTE network
is studied actively [3]. If we can control the mobility for those
M2M devices efficiently, the performance at the cell edge will
be enhanced even under the worst frequency reuse planning
(FRF is equal to 1). We analyzed how this controllable mobil-
ity affects the performance in a LTE cellular system and how
much energy is consumed for the performance enhancement.
In this paper, we proposed an efficient MC algorithm for
multi-cell OFDMA systems. The simulation results showed
the MC scheme brings higher channel capacity at the cell
edge region, while minimizing the battery usage for each
node. Numerical results showed that the proposed scheme
provides better performance than the classical conventional
scheme (FRF 1) and PFR proposed in [8].
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